
 

 

Thank  you for your patience. You're understanding  the role that trauma  plays 

in the lives of those  we serve conference will begin in  just a few minutes. 

Once again,  thank you for your patience. Your  conference call will begin in 

just  a few minutes.    

 

Thank you for your patience.  Due to technical difficulty, we  will be starting 

the  conference momentarily. Once again,  thank you for your  patience. Due to 

technical difficulty,  we will be starting the conference  momentarily.    

 

Welcome  to understanding the role that trauma  plays in the lives of those  we 

serve, infusing trauma informed  care into the work of the P  and As. My name is 

Anthony. And  I will be your operator. All  participants are listed. Later we  

will conduct a question and answer  session. Please note that conference  is 

being recorded. I will  now turn the call  over to Mrs. Smith.   

 

Thank you  to Joan  GILLECE and TONIER cane.  I apologize and appreciate  your 

patience. I am  policy council here at the disability  network. Before I turn 

the presentation  over, just a few housekeeping items  to mention. As the 

moderator mentioned,  this call is being recorded and  the slides as well as the 

recording  will be posted on our website  for folks to access afterwards if  

they would like to review it or  like to send it out to other  staff. We also 

have on the phone  today,  and I thank the directors for providing  the funding 

for this call. We do  have on the phone in addition to  staff members of the  

mental health block grant coalition,  as well as some members of  the staff at 

the federal level.  So this call is larger than our  typical call with just P 

and A staff.  To start, to give you a little  bit of  background, Joan GILLECE 

is the  director of  the promoting alterative  to seclusion trauma practices. 

She  has 30 years of experience in the  field with 15 of those dedicated  to 

trauma and six to  the seclusion and restraints. She  has relevant training and 

collaboration  including agencies serving individuals  with HIV aids,  substance 

abuse,  homelessness, juvenile development  disabilities. Prior to six years  

ago, she served as the  director of public populations where  her 

responsibilities included all  aspects of state mental health planning  and 

delivery of  services. And also joining  today is, theONIER, an  internationally 

known speaker. Hers  is one of strength. Her story is  one that moves and  

inspire hope and motivation for  to move forward. Her life began  with a child 

hood of chronic and  severe abuse and negligent leading  to adult hood of two 

decades on  the streets where she endured  violence, hunger and dispair while  

racking up 66 criminal convictions  related to her addiction. When she  was 

incarcerated in 2004, treatment  for her lifetime of trauma was offered  as a 

way out and up. She  is featured in a  orthodoxmently "behind closed doors."  

And is the subject of the  film both of which we will send  out to P and  A 

staff. That has been  distributed on five continents and  it shows her life 

through systems  of care and now travels throughout  the United States talking 

about  her story. With that, I will  stop and turn this call over for  her 

presentation to start. Thank  you.   

 

Thank you Cindy. I am going to  go through a little bit more quickly  than I 

normally would because of  our time with the technical problems.  And I really 

want you to  have plenty of time  to hear her story. I  should also add, I have 

done quite  a bit of work with the P  and A. So before joining when I  worked 

for the State of Maryland  and had a partnership with the  P and As to advocate 

and help push  through programs  that we served  in facilities and criminal 

justice  and juvenile facilities. So I have  a great deal of respect for what  

the P and As  do. The film  that Cindy talked about that we  will send you free 



of charge  is also made through the collaboration  of the national association 

of state  and mental health program directors  and actually done by one of the  

attorneys at  Maryland's P and A Laura cane. She  is an attorney slash aspiring 

film  maker. So the incredible film that's  been viewed  internationally was 

actually something  that Laura cane did. So also, she  has been on the council. 

So we have  quite a connection here. My involvement  both as working for the  

State and working, the P and  As played a significant role on  the  steering 

committees to reduce the  use of seclusion and restraint when  we had eight 

states   that participated in  two different cohorts in their own  states. So we 

have quite a large  experience with the P and As. And  we're really excited that  

Jane Hudson has really taken the  lead in looking at that time roles  of P and  

As can assist with  with implementing trauma-informed  care. So with that, I'm 

going to  talk about what trauma is and  then I am going to put her on to  talk 

about what a difference addressing  the trauma made in  her life. So to start, 

some important  things to talk about and remember  about with trauma informed 

care  which is a buzz word. Everyone says  they have trauma, their trauma 

formed,  which often times might mean they  gave their staff one hour of  

training. Well, the important thing  to note is trauma informed care  is a 

cultural shift. And when  you implement trauma informed practice,  it makes you 

look at all of  the programming differently and  flip it upside down. It makes 

us  look at everything from coercion  to our points and level  systems to some 

of the restrictiveness  in our programs to the  non-strength based approaches. 

When  you're truly trauma informed, all  of those practices go by the wayside  

and we start  to look at peer-involved, peer  leadership, consumer centered,  

strength-based, trauma informed  programs where we really look at  not what is 

wrong with you, but  what happened to you. Which  is never asked. We start to  

see symptoms as adaptations and  rather than  seeing symptoms  attention 

seeking, non-compliant,  treatment-resistant, we start to  see those symptoms  

of adaptations. And when we can  train staff accordingly, that's  when systems 

change. Also, as  our friend and colleague  sandy bloom says, hurt people hurt  

people. Another core concept in  understanding trauma and trauma  informed care. 

Another is violence  causes trauma and trauma causes  violence. So think about 

our system,  what happens in our facility, think  about how we are triggering 

people  all of the time by  our practices. I'm one that is --  one that is so 

evident is the  use of seclusion and  restraint. It's traumatizes clearly  not 

just the  individual being retrained, but  traumatizes the individual watching  

the person being restrained not  to mention the staff involved in  such a 

horrific experience. So we  look at the practices and if we  understand trauma, 

the thought of  ever retraining anyone again  doesn't even enter into the 

clinical  picture. When we talk about trauma,  what we're also talking  about is 

that personal experience  of trauma. And that can be  physical abuse, sexual  

abuse, it can be terrorism,  and what makes something traumatic  is the person's 

response. If it  invokes  that intense fear, horror  and helplessness and 

overwhelms  the person's capacity to cope. Which  is really important because 

it's  not as they're going to say this  is what is trauma. It's what is  

traumatic to the individual. What  is traumatic to me might not be  traumatic to 

you. And the other  important concept is, what happened  when the trauma was 

addressed? What  happened when you told? And too  often, we hear from those we 

serve  when they told, nothing happened.  Well when they told they were told  to 

keep those secrets in the house.  Or they were told, what were you  doing 

flirting with my boyfriend?  If it's a young woman to the  mother. So it's 

really important  to understand what was traumatic,  how the person was soothed 

and what  they did in order to keep from feeling  that kind of pain and  horror 

again. So that's  really quite important. Again, some  of the traumas that often 

result  in serious mental health and  substance use  problems, they're normally 

intense,  intentional, prolonged, repeated  and severe. We need to release that  

the witnesses of violence is  also hugely traumatic. We are doing  some work 



with domestic violence  and looking at not just the individual  in the domestic 

violence shelter,  but looking at prevention work that  we can do by starting to 

address  the trauma and the fears of the  fears of the children that witness  

their mother or father being  treated violently. Symptoms of adaptations,  

again, this is some of the consequences  of trauma. We're looking  at everything 

from self-harm,  to addiction, to interpersonal  problems, to cognitive 

problems.  Again because it's so important  to think about what we do to  

protect ourselves from it happening  again, what we do in order to keep  from 

being triggered, what we do  in order to  keep  from feeling that hypervigilance  

that comes with untreated trauma.  Some of  the symptoms, self-inflicted  

violence, self-injury. Unfortunately  we too often see when  an individual is  

involved in self-inflicted violence  that what  happens is they are restrained.  

Probably the worst thing that can  happen to an individual involved  in self-

injury is to restain them.  We were working through the P and  A in one state in  

a forensic facility where  a woman was self-injuring and they  put her in a 

restraint  bed, and during that restraint,  this woman bit her  lips off. 

Clearly, that intervention  only caused more harm verses  no harm. So the staff, 

and I'm  talking not just to clinical staff,  but the staff when we talk  about 

trauma informed care, we engage  them in being part of the solution  and we 

engage them in this kind  of teaching and understanding of  again looking at the 

symptoms of  adaptation. People who self-injure  do it because it helps them  

manage unbarable feelings. It can  help them manage  feelings of profound 

dispair, anguish,  help them contact with the here  and now. It can help them  

control externally what they can't  control internally. It's really  important 

that the staff understand  this. Unlike when I was training  and I remember one 

of  my clinical supervisors telling  me this woman I was going to be  working 

with in a forensic  facility was injuring herself because  she was a borderline,  

she was attention-seeking  and manipulative. Nothing could  be further from the 

truth. So it's  important for staff to understand  that. And people who become 

disassociative  almost always trauma based. Think  about an individual who  

would have a disassociative identity  disorder, what used to be  called 

multipersonalty disorder.  And was it actually a coping  mechanism, an 

adaptation and wasn't  it easier to go some place else  and to have a defense, 

that capacity  to protect yourself from the trauma  that you were feeling  by 

being able to split off different  parts of your personalty in order  to protect  

yourself from  the horrors that occurring. PTSD,  we are all very familiar I  

think with PTSD. People  with post traumatic stress feel  that the trauma is 

happening again  and again. They might have pictures  in their head about  the 

trauma, have anything Maries  or hallucinations. How many hallucinations  could 

be memories of untreated  early traumatic experiences? So  think about that when 

you have individuals  who are labeled as psychotic  and are having  

hallucinations, whether auditory  or visual, how many of those are  responses to 

untreated trauma that  perhaps happened when  the individual was disassociative  

or if the trauma happened  preverbal, it's difficult for people  to get that 

speaking about the trauma  or  even remembering it.   

 

Reexperiencing. It's so important  that we work with our  staff to do the peer 

support and  personal comfort plans or  brand plans. The brand plans that  help 

individuals get very clear  on what are their triggers, and  what are those 

early warning signs  that they might start to get upset.  And what can we do to 

help  them find strategies to self-sooth.  And this again is a total cultural  

shift. It's not, you know, you can  go into the treatment mall if you're  at 

level five. Or, you know, you  can get canteen if you're at a  certain level. Or 

go on a path on  certain levels. It really makes  us rethink the  practices. And 

it changes the role  of the person working in the system  to become part of  an 

individual's healing and become  a partner a strength-based  process. We like to 

think of it  as  really helping individuals reignite  wounded spirits. And 



that's really  what we're talking about, individuals  that are wounded, and 

unfortunately,  often times  are practices not just do no harm,  but do more 

harm. So switching to  a strength-based model. We always  go into facilities and 

look at  intake. What it's like to be coming  in as a patient or as  someone 

coming into a correctional  facility. And how hour seasonal  that admissions 

process -- and how  horrible is that admission  process. And what if there was 

peer  support at that stage. What if upon  intake the individual was asked,  

tell us what you're proud of? Tell  us what you could share  with the community?  

Verses demoralizing, searching through  every article that they bring with  them 

with an individual, the staff  with the gloves on looking through  all of their 

belongings and asking  the same questions over and over  again, which is  

clearly retraumatizing and traumatic.  What if you were greeted with the  peer 

support and you were greeted  with, we're here to help you  heal. We're a non-

violent facility  and we're here to help  you find your strength to be able  to 

recover. So it's quite a cultural  shift. It isn't, you know, as  I said, just 

about training  here and there, it's a commitment  to changing the culture. And 

it  incould remember rates all the different  components of peer support, 

strength  based, all of the different modes  that we try to piece together  as 

new interventions in different  programs, if it's under a  trauma informed 

umbrella, they just  all naturally come  together. People with PTSD will  do 

whatever they can to avoid  the situation from happening. Perfect  place for 

using drugs,  for abusing alcohol, perfect. Many  of the individuals we work 

tell  us, they're not using to feel good,  but they're feeling to not feel  so 

bad. Very, very different ways  that we look at  substance abuse. People with  

PTSD are often times hyperaroused,  might have sleep disturbances,  nightmares. 

Think about that. And  think about we know the  literature says, up to 70% of  

public mental health clients have  histories of trauma and think about  our 

practices. You can't lock your  room at night on a  psychiatric unit. Many are 

co-Ed,  you cannot lock your door at night.  People have to do watches  and do 

around shine flashlights  in the room at night. How  traumatic is that? And then 

we wonder  why people have difficulty sleeping.  There you go, you get your PRN  

to sleep, but what  you're treating is the act chewty  of  the unresolved 

trauma.  -- is the  anxiety of  the unresolved trauma. Study  of  male veterans, 

77% have  severe childhood trauma. 58% lifetime  PTSD. So many of the folks 

going  into the military are entering with  severe histories  of trauma. 90%  of 

public mental  health clients, 97% homeless  women with  psychiatric diagnosis. 

Physical  and sexual abuse, 87%  abused in childhood and adult hood.  And most 

individuals have  multiple experiences of trauma.  Juvenile justice,  being 

abused or negligented as a  child increases the likelihood  of arrest as  a 

juvenile by 59%. Up to  92% of girls report sexual, physical  or severe 

emotional abuse. We  understand that. But now the important  something how do we 

move it forward  to be able to implement  trauma informed practice? And  through 

the SamHSA  center, we provide PA technical  assistance across the country  to 

multiple systems. Whether it's  adult or  juvenile  justice, homeless providers, 

clearly  sigh yacht Rick  facilities  -- clearly psychiatric facilities  to look 

at how to make the  important system changes. Next week  we will be working with 

a community  hospital where we will be  doing intensive training and psych  

visits to look at  creating trauma informed programming  from the emergency room  

all the way through the medical  and surgical unit. And looking at  how with the 

practices we  can prevent the use  of seclusion and restraint in the  ER where 

people are tied down  way too often. To look at  preventing it on the regular 

surgical  units, often times we see a lot  of people, particularly elderly  

folks restrained in their beds and  everyone said, we're afraid they're  going 

to get  up. Think about how traumatizing  that it is. In the hospital, we  are 

going to be able to look at  how can we change the culture from  the emergency 

room all the way  through some community forensic  programs that they have going 

on.  Those of  you who are not familiar  with the study. It's the childhood  



experience study. You can Google  it. It's the study done  by  two physicians. 

One  was a prevention disease  physician in California. The second  doctor was 

at the  center for disease control. One  was running an obesity clinic  and was 

seeing a common  thread of unresolved childhood trauma  from many of the 

individuals coming  in for the  services. He partnered with the  doctor at the 

CDC and they  thought, if they were seeing this  thread of trauma in the lives 

of  people with eating issues, what  about people that were coming in  for 

psychological issues. So they  had a huge sample of 17,000  middle class, HMO  

recipients clients and they asked  them the following questions, and  what they 

found was  pretty astonishing. They found untreated  trauma is also responsible 

for  riskY behaviors such as  smoking,  substance abuse, self-harm  and sexual 

promiscuity. And heart  disease, pulmonary disease, liver  disease, STDs and GYN 

cancer. And  think about what we do to cope with  the trauma, what we  do when 

we're hyperaroused, in order  to cope with not feeling the trauma.  And some of 

the behaviors involved  in that can lead to some of the  physical conditions. So 

these are  the questions that they ask. And  you can Google this and get the  

questions. Did a parent or other  adult swear at you, insult  you? Did a parent 

or other adult  push, grab, slap or throw something  at you? Did a adult or  

person at least 5 years of age or  older touch you inappropriately?  Did you 

feel that no one in your  family loved you? Did you feel you  didn't have enough 

to eat? Had to  wear dirty clothes? Did you watch  your mother or step  father 

be pushed, stepmother, sorry,  be pushed, grabbed, slapped? Did  you live with 

anyone that had a  experience problem with drugs or  alcohol? Did a household 

member  have a diagnosed  mental illness? Or was depressed?  And did a household 

member go  to prison? Their results are really  incredible. Remember this is  a 

17,000-person sample. Older  adults, answering these questions.  And the 

population quite different  in the population that they serve,  individuals who 

were getting  services through  an HMO. But what they found  was pretty 

astonishing. A male  child with ans a score of  6 has  a  4600% greater 

likelihood of being  a drug user than a male child with  ans a score of zero. So 

might the  drug be used for the relief  of anguish, dating back to childhood  

experiences. Might it be the best  coping device an individual can  find? And we 

would say, yes. And  we would say our goal as helpers  is to help individuals 

find  a coping mechanism that won't hurt  them or won't hurt others  and the 

healthier coping mechanism  by helping individuals understand  the causes verses 

just the behaviors.  We need to look at where those behaviors  come from. And if 

we take it down,  we can almost always find some  kind of early  childhood 

unresolved trauma. The  doctor also says, is drug  abuse self-destructive or is 

it  a desperate attempt  at self-healing? While taking a  significant risk? And 

now with more  and more states moving to merged  mental health and substance 

abuse  services, if we could look at this  through a trauma lens, there  could 

be no argument about which  came first. The psychiatric diagnosis  or the 

substance  abuse? We would see  it as almost, an  understandable response to 

abnormal  early childhood experiences. And  that would change the way  we did 

the  treatment. The behavior controls,  the level systems do nothing when  an 

individual leaves the program.  They do nothing. They maintain control,  semi, 

in the facilities or that's  what people think. But truthfully,  many of the  

seclusions and restraints that we  have obvioused or learned about  happened as 

a result of a staff  member trying to impose a  rule, level systems and who gets  

what and who doesn't get what, happens  as a result of individuals feel  like 

they're not listened to or  respected. So if we can change that  culture to one 

from POWER and control  to collaboration, that's when we  see things change and 

we reduce  violence in our facilities, hence  we reduce the  likelihood of 

further traumatizing  someone by the horrific  experience of  seclusion  and 

restraints.   

 



It isn't even as much as about  trying to assess everyone for trauma.  We know 

what the literature says,  it's clear that most we're serving  have a common  

history. It will do no harm if you  happen to have no trauma, but it  will 

change a lot to change the  culture for not just those we are  serving, but 

those working  in the facilities as  well. Again, talking about helping  people 

identify their triggers.  A quick story of where I have seen  being able to do a 

comfort plan  work the best, I was  in a facility for male  youth. And I asked 

the staff if  I could see the young boy that they  were having the most  

difficulty with. So they hesitantly  brought this young boy  out of seclusion. 

He had been in  seclusion for throwing  a chair. They told me for no reason  got 

up in the middle of the day  room and threw a chair at someone.  They told me he 

would never be able  to work with me because he was  psychotic. So they brought 

him out  and sat him in the circle. I started  working and I said to him, what  

happened before you threw the chair?  We're trying to establish the trigger.  

And as clear as can be, he said  someone said something about his  mommy. And it 

happened that it was  a visiting day and his  mother never showed  up. So he's 

clearly feeling  vulnerable, he threw the chair,  he got put in seclusion. The 

staff  did not know why, they told me he  did it for nothing. I  asked him if 

before he threw the  chair if his body told him anything  if he was going to get 

upset. And  he said again, he shook his leg  and he shakes his leg very, very  

fast before he's going to, quote,  go off. So we established the early  warning 

sign. And when I asked him  if there was anything we could do  to help him that 

on visiting day  when mother did not show up and  if he was feeling vulnerable,  

could we do anything to help sooth  him when those days happened? And  again, he 

said, totally clear,  nothing psychotic or impaired about  his answers, he said, 

if I could  just draw her a picture or write  her a letter. So when the staff  

heard this, they got it. They understood.  He was on a forensic unit, so  pens 

and  pencils  were prohibited, but through said  they could get a marker. And he  

could carry that with him. A simple  example, but it's one that prevented  

violence A Loued him to self-regulate  and one that prevented him  from having 

further abandonment  issues. How horrific that because  he threw the chair his 

mother didn't  come and then we lock him in a  room is only enhancing that 

intense  feeling of abandonment that caused  the behavior in the first place.  

So helping people connect, helping  people understand what their trigger  ares, 

it's empowering for people  to learn to do so. And when staff  get it, they 

become partners  in helping  the individual self-regulate. Let  me go through 

this quickly. I'm  going to skip through. These are  just fun things  that I 

found in  a magazine that had nothing to do  with mental health, but it was what  

can you do that doesn't cost money  to make a difference in someone's  life. And 

I just felt like they  were significant, even in the work  that we do. But I 

want you  to be able to  hear from TONIER. We have been doing  work in a lot of 

drug, mental  health courts to move, you know,  from the coercion to really if 

we  have to have courts like that, to  be able to make them  places where 

individuals feel like  they are going in order to  be able to get, to get 

services  and to get help verses places that  they have no interest of going 

back  to. And this is the course that  we went to. That we are working  with the 

wonderful judge there who  really gets and it wants to change  the culture. But 

this is what  the courtroom looked like. This  judge sat next to that  American 

flag. Not exactly welcoming.  You can see it says no weapons beyond  this point. 

Individuals coming through  the Court that they were coming  from jail were 

behind  the blue door. You are  entering a correctional facility.  Not welcoming 

as a specialty court.  Here's another part of what I found  in that courtroom. 

And no one tell  anyone that I actually  took pictures. It's our secret.  I 

didn't realize I wasn't supposed  to take pictures, but I already  had them 

before someone told me.  So it's a beg forgiveness, rather  than ask permission 

kind of things.  Look at this, unauthorized  persons not permitted to touch.  

Not a welcoming scene. We  hosted last spring a really  interesting meeting of 



ten judges  and ten people who had been in front  of the court to really talk  

about what differences could be  made to make the courtrooms one  where people 

were not getting violated,  they could come back, they felt  supported and one 

of the things  that was so simple that we learned  was, don't get up on the mic 

and  tell our whole story across the  courtroom. Let everyone that comes  to the 

Court approach the bench.  I don't need to hear dirty  urine in the  microphone. 

It's embarrassing and  humiliating for everyone to hear  such personal business. 

Simple things  like that, looking at how unwelcoming  this  courtroom is. And I 

will bet you  that the federal courthouse  looks nothing like this. Do not  

touch, this one says, do  not approach the bench without permission.  If you can 

see the bench, doesn't  look approachable to me.  Again, just all the signs  

telling people what they can't do.  And next I'm going to show you  a wonderful 

facility called Marion  facility in Florida. The facility  for girls  in the 

system.   

 

Their warden came to one of  our trainings. And they are warden  did quite a bit 

of  work with, theONIER in looking at  making culture change in the  facility. 

After understanding and  getting trauma, she went back, she  had a correctional 

officer who was  an incredible artist and she said,  we're going to change these 

cells  that these girls live in. And this  is what happened with  leadership, 

with a  cultural shift and with understanding,  not what's wrong, but what 

happened.  This is how she changed the cells.  And the bottom part of the bed is  

the slab  with the uncomfortable mattress.  The officer came in  and painted 

these. Here's another  one. Little peace land. What a difference,  what a 

different  message this sends. Here's  one like candy land. She has just  

visited the boy's facility and she  said they're equally fabulous. They  did all 

sports themes and things  for in the  boy's facility. This incredible  woman 

warden decided, you know,  it would be comforting,  she bought all the girls  

flannel nightgowns. We love that,  rather than the cold, stark and  to be able 

to get, you  know, unfortunately, these girls  are in these cells, but what a 

difference  if they are still there, it  makes the treat like kids and with  

dignity and respect and kindness.  So now this is my favorite one,  there you 

go. Certainly doesn't  look like the way these cells  with the open toilet. The 

way they  used to look. But this really sends  off a whole different message. 

And  in doing  so, these kids are really  thriving and the violence is again  

totally down. So I'm going to  close with my favorite  quote from MAYA  ANGELOU 

that says, I've learned  that people will forget what you  said, people will 

forget what you  did, but people will never forget  how you made them feel. And 

I  think we all have the ability to  do that in  our lives. And what a 

difference  it makes in providing the kind of  support and services that  are so 

important for the individuals  that we serve who are wounded. Our  job is really 

to help  build back those wounded spirits  and with the great work of the P  and 

A, we hope we can continue  even more partnerships to try to  work together to 

take these  messages to the States where you  are working. It might even be for  

us to make sure every time we're  in a state,  we make a connection through  

whomever so you can see  our schedule, and perhaps you can  even participate in 

the work that  we're doing in your own state. So  I think, you know, if everyone 

thinks  how we can continue  to collaborate, we would be so  pleased to do  so. 

Again, here's my contact  information. And with that, I'm  going to put my 

friend and colleague  and who is a rock star  by the way, TONIER  cane on to 

talk about from the perspective  of someone who has been all of these  systems. 

So with that, I'm  going to turn this on.   

 

Thank you so  much. If you can just click on her  name under help and I will 

switch  to her slide.   

 

Under where?   



 

Under the help. It  yes Joan and then --   

 

Got it. Got  it. Okay.   

 

Perfect.   

 

And she can control  the slides from your office.   

 

Perfect. Thank you everyone.   

      

 

Good  afternoon everyone. And I am just  going to just talk a little bit  about 

what made a difference in  my life after having a  lifetime of trauma. Not only 

childhood  trauma, but being  in multiple systems where layers  and layers of 

trauma was layered  on over and over again, wasn't identified  and certainly 

wasn't addressed and  treated. Now I am going to take  you a little bit  into my 

history.   

 

Around age 9, I had  already knew that everything in  my life that  was 

happening to me was certainly  wasn't supposed to. I was the oldest,  I had 

eight brothers and  sisters at the time and my mother  was pregnant. And she 

would leavenous  the household two and three days  at a time without checking on 

us  and feeding us. Often leaving me  because I was the oldest at home  to take 

care of my  sisters and brothers. Unable to,  or didn't know how to protect  me, 

I certainly can't speaking for  my mother, but I remember how I  used to stand 

in front of the door  to protect my sisters and brothers  from the men that were 

come to our  rooms when my mother was passed  out from drinking. And I would 

stand  in front of the door, you know,  to protect them, but it made me  

available to the men. So there was  a lot of sexual  abuse. Over and over again. 

So I  started drinking at age  9. What I realized was that drinking  helped me 

to deal with it. It  helped me deal with the being smacked  down and being 

called names by my  mother. And when the men came  in, it wasn't as shameful. 

This  is a photograph of  me at  age 9. This photograph, I don't  know how he 

received this picture,  but I remember getting ready for  the picture. Even 

going to school  that day, no  one asked anything, because I smelled  like 

urine. And I was always late  or didn't come to school. I was  always passed off 

to the next grade,  but nobody ever asked why. Always  passed off to the next 

grade. Finally  around age 11, somebody made a complaint  against my mother. And 

it was said  that we were always looking outside,  but we were never, we could 

never  go outside and play, but lined up  in the windows looking at all the  

other kids  that played. And whatever  was going on in that house, they  knew 

something wasn't right. Because  when we were outside, we  were filthy. They 

made a complaint.  Social services came in, saw the  conditions, removeds from 

the household  and put us into the foster care  system. And that was devastating  

because my sisters and brothers  gave me the joy I had in my  life, the  only 

reason I had was to take care  of them. Being taken away from my  mother, I 

loved her and I wanted  her to learn to love me. I thought  she had to learn to 

love me. And  I didn't know how that was going  to happen if I wasn't with her.  

After being in foster care, we were  put with cousins. With my older  cousin. He 

showed me how to wash  myself. Fed me. No one was teasing  anymore. And I was 

doing well for  the first time in my life. And at  age 14, someone called me and 

I  noticed it was my mother. And she  was coming to get me to take me  home with 

her. And she had told  me that she loved me and she wanted  me. And I believed  

her. And I went. So by then, she  had three more kids and it was worse  than 

before we were put into foster  care system. And as a matter of  fact, I ended 

uptaking an  overdose to escape. Only for the  medical staff at the hospital not  



to ask why. They talked to my mother  who convinced them it was an  accidental 

overdose. I was released  back to my mother. I was discharged  to my mother. She 

came up with the  idea that I could live with  her sister. My aunt Carroll who  

was a  drinker and pretty much feed me  and my sister. So my mother still  has 

control of her life, came up  with this idea that I should marry  a drinking 

friend. And I thought,  for the longest time, I said,  it's an opportunity to 

make my mother  proud of me. But in reality, after  thinking about things over 

the last  year or so, I realized I thought  it would be an escape also. I 

thought  I would have someone to protect  me and love me. But that  wasn't so. 

He ended upbeating me,  telling me I can't go to school  because I was a wife 

and a mother.  And I had to stay home and wait  for him  in the evenings. If the 

house was  messed up, he had to beat me  up for it. After that situation  for a 

couple years, somebody said  try this. It was crack cocaine.  It was the answer 

to  my problems. I could numb out. I  didn't have to feel anything that  was 

happening to me anymore. I didn't  have to cope with it. I used  the crack 

cocaine. But unfortunately  for me, it introduced me to the  justice system. And 

I do, I have  88 arrests and 66 quicks. I would  go in and out of the facilities  

and they would say,  welcome back cane, you want your  ole self. People would 

call me crazy  and told me I needed medication.  I would check myself into a 72-

hour  mental health unit at  the county hospital. And  depending on which day  

it was, on Wednesday, it was bipolar  and on Tuesday I was borderline  

something. But it was always just  giving more and more medication.  And always 

tell them that, how do  you know I'm these things? I was  smoking crack for 

Seven days straight.  They never assessed me post-drugs.  They never let drugs 

get out of  my system because they gave  me an evaluation. This is my very  

first mug shot. Even at a young  age, I wasn't upset about  being arrested. And 

I said maybe  I thought  somebody would ask, what happened  to you? Not why 

can't you get it  together? I'm going to go through  my time being in and out of  

the system. The mental health  correction, homeless, department  of social 

services. And I wanted  to say as my own personal experience,  it's not an 

attack of any  one. I'm from a small town. I was  often arrested by the same 

officers  over and over again. And you know,  they always just looked at me as  

being a crazy crack head homeless  person. They never listened to anything  I 

would tell them. As a matter of  fact, I I was beaten badly by two  guys one 

time. And when the officers  was coming to arrest me for a  failure to appear 

award, I was trying  to point out the guys  who grabbed my arm, threw me against  

and broke my nose on top of everything  else. And I said, they really just  

can't get past it. They  don't understand. In and out of  the system every 30 

days. A repeat  offender. One time I told them I  was pregnant. And they said, 

whatever.  And they put me in a holing cell  with two women and took my urine  

sample. They came back with the  results of that. And they told me  I wasn't 

pregnant, but a  kidney infection and gave me medication.  And if they didn't 

take medication,  they would put you on isolation.  And we called it the hole. 

So I  didn't want to go in the hole, so  I took the pain reliever for the  

infection. Well I got to go to court  one morning and went to use the  bathroom, 

I was in pain that night.  And when I went to the bathroom,  my baby's head came 

out. I was  five months pregnant. They shackle  me down to the table with the 

head  out. Not the rest of the body. And  threw a sheet over me. And I tell  

this story for one reason, so often  we see people come in and out of  the 

system and we already made up  our minds that they're manipulative,  they lie, 

they just want  attention, drug seeking, attention  seeking, whatever labels 

they gave  us, they never thought that we toll  the truth. Or my experience, 

that  I had enough  information about myself to  they could use. It could have 

been  prevented. After a couple days,  I had to be taken down  to the hospital 

to have  an  emergency DNC. You're incarcerated  and didn't come out to see you.  

And we called the public pretenders.  But they would come to court and  wouldn't 

have any information on  you. And around my 40th arrest and  I'm in front of the 



judge and the  State is reading out my charges,  my drug addiction, and mental  

health and hopelessness.  And reading out procession,  prostitution, theft, 

possession,  possession. The judge asked if I  had a drug problem. DUH. Of 

course  I did. By my public  defender didn't offer that information.  The judge 

court order me to a 28-day  program. Only for me to be  finish the program 

successfully,  go back to after-care and  be raped by my drug counselor. 

Everything  I spoke about in  our one-on-one he used  against me. Always put 

into seclusions.  One of the worst things  that can  be done to someone that is 

a  victim of negligent and abanment  is put in a room and lock the door  and 

walk away. My mother is with  my mother. You stay in this house  or room and I 

will come back days  later or whenever I feel like. And  no one could help me to 

identify  my trauma, so I do the  only thing I know to do is  tap into my 

survival mode. I didn't  know there was another way. By the  time someone came 

with food  or medication, I would smack it  out of the face. They started to  

call the code and people are running  to us, usually men and  throw me down to 

the grown, restraining  a rape victim over and over again.  Taking further away 

from the possibility  of recovery and  healing.  Always overmedicated. Bipolar 

disorder.  Yeah, unable to recover or heal  from that. As a result of rape and  

prostitution, I was having kids,  children that was taken away if  me. And when 

I would try to visit  them, didn't you just get out of  jail. I was not even 

allowed to  visit my kids. They  were put into the adoption process  very early 

there. Is a photograph  of me in 1994. 19 years I lived  on the streets 

underneath a bridge  and eight out of  a trash can. This photograph here,  the 

only one that  I was certainly disstressed, out  of all my mug shots, I have 

all,  and it's the perfect time for  intervention. I ended up in prison  and I 

was pregnant again. And terrified  I was about to lose  another baby. And they 

kept telling  me  about this program. They said it  works on your trauma. I 

didn't know  what trauma is. You get hit by a  car. I knew  that didn't happen. 

And they start  to explain to me that  me being raped, sexually,  verbally, 

physically abused, that  was trauma. Watching my mother being  beat, left in the 

home day,  and night after nigh, that was  trauma. What? I didn't understand  

that. I thought this was just how  people lived. Some people have to  live like 

this. Why shouldn't it  be me? Well they toll me that this  is not supposed to 

happen to people.  And you can heal from  it. So I tried  the program. And I 

remember when  I was walking the grounds and it  was the first time I met the 

doctor  and she was down there scouting  out pregnant women for her program.  

And she came up to me, brought  the crew with her. And she said,  what about 

her? And just the  first time in my life somebody actually  believed that I 

could be something  other than an inmate. Something  other than a  drug addict. 

Something other than  a medicated crazy person. But I  told her, well I want to 

come, but  the warden said no because apparently  you had to be eligible for  

parole and I was in prison  for violation of parole. And I didn't  have enough 

time. But after I talked  to the team that came down  to speaking with me, I 

would even  go back and ask for me time, they  took that back to the warden. And  

they said if she goes in and  asks for more time, I will sign.  She kept her 

word. I went in and  she kept her word. And I remember  when I walked through 

the door,  somebody greeted me and told me  they were glad to see me. Are you  

kidding me? After 19 years of living  in the streets and living in a household  

where I was treated  like nothing, somebody told me they  were glad to see  me. 

And the counselor said, that  was negligent and abandonment  issues with my 

mother. And after  talking about and crying about it  also, I realized that, 

hey, that's  who my mother is, that's not who  I am. And I don't have to take on  

that and I was able to heal. And  we will start to work on the times  I was 

sexually, physically  and mentally abused. I can't even  count them. And she 

said we're going  to talk about the times you  do remember. You know,  I felt 

safe. And the tone  and body language suggested that  I could do something other 

than  being a crack addict or a mental  health medication for the rest of  my 



life. Talking about everything  that I could remember happening  to me, I was 

able to  begin healing in that area. Talk  about my children. And I was like,  

no, I shut down because I know it's  very pain to feel talk about my  kids. I 

used drug and alcohol to  numb out their existence. I said  how do you expect me 

to heal  from that? And she said, she always  called me by my name. Didn't call  

my street name. She said, you  do. You just don't do it by  yourself. And we 

worked through  me losing my kids. And I would cry  and rocked and she matched 

my emotions  and followed my lead. And I was  able to heal from that. People 

been  giving me bits and pieces  of information over 19 years, try  to stay out 

of jail, try  to complete your probation, try  to off medication. Yeah,  yeah, 

yeah. But it will only get  the surface. I had so much stuff  in my life, it 

couldn't get  down and rooted so I could  feel my foundation so my belief  

system could change. And I can be  anything I want. And it  wasn't until my 

belief change that  my thought process changed. It wasn't  until I was in the 

program  that they were identifying addressing  and treating my  trauma, needing 

me to change my  belief systems that I can  say, I am worth I am worth making  

better decisions for myself. And  one of the best decisions was to  complete a 

one-year course offered  through the program to be a mother.  How to form a 

protection of my  daughter. And believe me, and we  talk about how secure my 

daughter  is. I can tell you, I needed that  because if you don't know, you 

don't  know. Who was my role model to be  a mother? Come on now. So I needed  

that. And that is, we don't really,  really tap into that the way we  should. We 

are automatically think  that people have that instinct.  But if you don't have 

anybody to  give you the experience, come on,  I needed that. To be learned and  

loving and nurturing and protected  for my daughter. No longer  on medication. 

I'm not saying that  some people don't need medication,  but in my case, all the 

things  that people treated were  symptoms of my trauma. I  have not had the 

desire to use drugs  and alcohol. I completed parole  successfully. I am no 

longer in  the system. If I am, it's  because I'm taking focus groups  to help 

them to understand trauma.  I could tell you all the things  I accomplished in  

just  the last Seven  years. And in 2007, I bought my  home. Just a year and a 

half after  I completed the  program. You know,  they treated  my trauma. But 

look at the bigger  picture, the generational psych  until my family. My family 

doesn't  know what it's like to live in the  projects, to be hungry. My daughter  

goes to one of the best private  schools in Maryland. A whole path  from here on 

out because finally  somebody seen me in a prison, pregnant  and said, what 

about her? Can I  take her? She  can heal. Finally. So my daughter  will be able 

to give her children  what she was given and so on. So  we look at a whole 

different cycle  here out. A whole different path  for my children and my  

daughter's children. This is me  when I graduated the trauma  program. What if 

somebody recognized  my trauma at age nine just  like Seven  years ago. She 

reached out to me  believing that I could heal. And  everybody that had the deal 

with  me  understand the trauma. They understood  what my triggers are, the 

early  warning sign and what does it  take to self sooth myself? What  if? That 

happened  at  age nine? This child, that's  the woman, that's me. That's  my 

first. Awful. Or this mother?  And I have one more question to  ask you and I 

have to go back because  this is not  the updated. If this woman was yet  again 

in your facility, in your  system, 83 times you seen her come  back and forth, 

83 times. My question  is, would you be able to see  the accomplished successful 

person  I am today? Can we really believe  in the people that  we serve? If you 

don't believe in  them, how do you expect them to  believe in themselves. 

Whether  there's breath, there's  hope. You'll get different rules.  I'm your 

evidence. Thank you.   

 

Thank you so much for that  very, very powerful story. We have  about ten 

minutes for questions.  I am going to ask Anthony to come  back on the phone and 

give directions  on how to ask a question. And then  I have a couple  questions 



submitted on the registration  forms  that we can, I'll read to  you in the 

interim while people  try to get in  the queue. Anthony, can you --   

 

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen.  We will now begin the question and  answer 

session. If you have a question,  please press star and then one  on your touch 

tone phone. If you  wish to be removed from the  cue, press the pound sign or 

the  hash key. If you are using a speakerphone,  you may have to pick up the 

hand  set first. Once again, if you have  a question, press star and then  one 

on your touch tone phone.   

 

One of the questions that  was sent to us was when  we are interviewing victims 

in investigations,  is there anything they can do to  prevent the individual 

from being  retraumatized as a result of the  interview?   

 

I'll give to her.   

 

Absolutely. First of all, when  we enter in, we need to  take consideration that 

maybe you  should have a peer there. Maybe  somebody should be there  that can 

help to identify. Peer  specialist is invaluable. Because  you want to have 

somebody to  say, you know, I understand what  this process is like, but I'm 

right  here and if there's anything I can  do to help. And that will  help keep 

the person calm because  they'll feel safer. One thing we  do is try to make 

each other feel  safe. And another thing you can  do is certainly understand 

that  we cannot automatically assume because  this person has been a victim of  

sexual abuse  or domestic violence that everybody's  triggers are the same. Just 

going  in believing that this person can  heal, being mindful that they are  

trauma survivors and using, we  always use the switch model, respect  those that 

we serve, having the  correct information. And you know,  accurate information 

on them. Again,  not assuming as a label, but really  trying to talk to them as  

an individual according to their  individual trauma. Connect them  to proper 

resources. Take  the time sometimes before we said,  here's the resource or 

referral,  check to see if it's still open.  Or find out what time they're open  

because nine times out of ten, half  of us struggling to have homes and  don't 

have a phone. So we need to  be able to call to the places  that we're given 

referrals to and  get somebody and not a machine.  And have hope for them. 

Believe  that everything that you're doing  to help  them to recover, you're 

doing it  because they can recover.   

      

 

Do we have any questions  in the cue?   

 

At this time, I have show  no audio questions.   

 

Okay. I have another question.  When I'm looking for a medical  record, what 

documents would have  a care assessment and what should  be included in such an 

assessment?   

 

Well, there's not a trauma  informed care assessment. Trauma  informed care is 

different, it's  creating an environment that supports  the individual. An 

environment that  does no more harm. An environment  that is strength based. I 

think  what you're trying to say, what  kind of assessment for an individual  

trauma should be part  of a medical record? Rather than  trauma informed care, 

if I understand  correctly. And I  think that's very  riskY. You don't want to 

just ask  someone about their trauma unless  right then you can provide the 

support  and help  that they need. We  hear this a lot, at intake, what  kind of 

assess ( well, we can tell  you a few questions you can ask  if they answer 

positively, you can  assume an individual has a trauma  history. But  you know,  



it's not very, not ethical at all  to ask the questions and not be  prepared to 

serve them.   

 

Do you have any questions?   

 

I show no audio questions at  this time.   

 

Okay. One other question, switching  to schools for a  moment, what ethics are  

being  made  to disseminate schools?    

 

Well we  are working with the ALLIANCE to  prevent restraint of  intervention 

and seclusion. That's  led by TASH. We are working  on the elimination of 

seclusion  and restraint in schools, but we  have been doing quite a bit  of 

training around  understanding the trauma of the  restraint and seclusion and 

trying  to educate the different people  within the  educational systems about 

the harmful  aspects of  such interventions. So we are in  partnerships with 

them as well as  efforts making to eliminate the  practice of seclusion and 

restraining  in schools. And I think one of  your P and As has done a great  job 

in  California of championing  this. Often very involved in working  at the 

prevention of seclusion and  restraint in schools and did that  wonderful report 

a  year or so ago.   

 

This is Jane Hudson, hi. I have  one question, you may have already  touched on 

it. But when P and A  staff are  monitoring units  on psychiatric facilities or 

residential  centers, what are some of the things  on those units  that might 

increase  someone's retraumatyization,  like sounds or sights?   

 

I think what is so important  is it's so individual. If we ask  people, we can 

find out. My question  is, what isn't triggering? I mean  there are so many 

different practices  from having to line up, to having  to get the points, to 

everyone has  to go to bed at the certain  time, to force medication. So  many 

different issues. Ting  important way to address this is  to ask the individuals 

served what  are the things that we can help  you identify that are triggering  

to you and then listen to the individual  and make sure you're not involved  in 

those kind  of retraumatizing events. There's  so much stuff. I mean, you know,  

you can look at the signage on the  walls. When we do visits, we often  times go 

through and look at everything  from intake, the signs, just when  you walk 

through a hospital, look  at all the signs that are up telling  people what they 

can't do. Look  at all the signs that are up that  talk about, you  know, do not 

enter, alonement risk,  phone calls  five minute, no excuses. Just, you  know, I 

think it's  really requires some very thoughtful  work with those served to walk 

around  and see what can we do that would  make a difference and make the  

environment seeing  and less stressful.   

 

Does anyone on the phone have  a question that they would like  to ask?   

 

We do have a  question online. Please go ahead.   

 

Thank you. Good afternoon. First  of all, let me express my thanks  and I'm sure 

that of  others on this call  for informative and wonderfully  moving 

presentation that we  heard this afternoon. Secondly,  in the State of Indiana  

where I  am based,  advocates participate of human rights  members at state  

operated mental facilities. And  what direction or  advice or  additional 

specific resources would  you recommend to get things moving  at that level? 

Because I think with  human rights committees that this  might be a good place 

to start  making hospital change.    

 



I'm going to give some ideas  and then send it over. I think it's  really 

important when you're looking  at the culture change to not  just have peers on 

one committee.  I think that truly when you're going  to see this change is to 

involve  peers on all committees. One of  our colleagues  that we work with,  

there was  someone who was  very finding things to cut herself  with, anywhere, 

no matter what they  did. And I think it was brilliant.  He brilliantly put her 

on the safety  committee. And she would walk around  with him and show every 

single place  where you can get something if you  want to hurt yourself. That  

was just one example.  But what a difference it made. She  was EMPOWERED. And to 

have members  on peers and people serve currently  at the facility. Not the same 

consume  you ares picked over and over again.  People currently at the facility  

to be able to represent those served  on all executive committees. I think  

that's when you really see the shift  verses just we're going to bring  a 

consumer into one committee.   

 

Yeah, I  AGREE with you Joan. Just so important  to have peers, you know,  in 

every area. So I  mean, just echo what Joan said,  the experience is invaluable. 

It  really is. And they can get  most times we can get further than  some  of 

the providers. So again, I think  I AGREE with what Joan said. And  one of the 

things, we  always can offer is from peer to  peer training. You know, we can  

come out and work with peers  that  you may have in mind that you want  on your 

committees or bring them  into meetings where, I can certainly  come out and 

work with peers. So  again, you know, in that, in the  middle of that, we know 

we need  peers, but we don't know if they're  the right, how do the peers get  

trained? We can offer what we can  give. And for application process,  we can do 

it free of cost to  you. So training is great. And also  just really utilizing 

your peers  in every area. On all committees.  And any area that you can think  

of to have a peer.   

 

And we have done some cool  work, we can send consumers, people  in the system 

out to work with  consumers in your area. One  very exciting thing that's  

happening in Massachusetts  is women's facility, the warden  has been working 

with us. And  we have 30 women who have longer  lengths of stay trained to do  

peer support and she has them working  in all aspects of her  correctional 

facility and continuing  to work. So you know, the correctional  facility can 

do, the  mental health system sure should  be able to do it.   

 

Thank you. That's very good information  which I will be bringing  to my 

superintendents' attention  next week. And as someone who is  in Indianapolis 

with the Super Bowl  impending, volunteering, this weekend,  I will say have a  

super afternoon everyone.   

 

And with that, we probably have  time for one last question. If anyone  on the 

phone has a question, if  not, I have one other question that  was submitted 

earlier. Anyone on  the phone that wans to ask the last  question?   

 

At this time, I show no  audio questions.   

 

Okay. Joan, I'll ask this question,  one question was, what strategies  would 

you suggest for convincing  a provider that a client may need  the assistance or 

might need to  be treated from the perspective  of using  trauma informed  care?   

 

Well I probably have a little  bias here, but most individuals  that we serve 

need trauma  informed care. Trauma informed  care is really a, it's good 

clinical  practices also. I mean trauma informed  care looks at the causes 

verses  the behaviors, it's  strength based. It's noncoercive.  It's really 

helping the individual  find the capacity to  self-regulate. So you can't say,  



we have one client here who  needs trauma informed care. So we're  really 

looking at a culture that  is designed to be  supportive, strengthen  based, 

noncoercive. Okay? And healing.  And it's not, that wouldn't just  be for one, 

it would be for all.  And I think when we go out and  work with systems, we find 

people  have kind  of this AH-HA movement that they  say this makes a lot of  

sense. And if you can get the buy-in  from the unit staff and the staff,  that's 

when you can start to make  the important changes. It's not,  you know, it's not 

just  one person. Trauma informed care  is different than  trauma specific. 

Trauma specific  is the clinicians working with the  one individual to do 

dynamic  work on their trauma. Trauma informed  care is much more about creating  

cultures that do no more harm.   

 

Thank you so much. That's a  great point. And with that, I think  we are about 

at the end of our time.  Thank you so much for everyone who  was able to join 

the  call today. We will post the transcript  as well as the webINAR and  the 

handouts up on our website as  soon as the transcript is available.  And please 

feel free to be in touch  with me if you have any questions.  Thank you so much 

everyone.    

 

Thank you.    

 

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen,  this concludes today's conference.  Thank you 

for participating. You  may now disconnect.  [event concluded ]    


